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PERSONAL GROWTH SHEET 
EAGLE PALM 

 
Who fills this out: The Scout, before his SMC for an Eagle Palm.  
Who receives it: The Scoutmaster, at the SMC. 
 
 

    
                                                                                                                 (Today’s Date) 

 A.  ABOUT ME 
 
Name:       Age:   Grade:   
 
Patrol:       School:___________________________________ 
 
Place of Worship (if any):_________________________________________ 
 
B.  BOY SCOUTS 
 
What was your favorite merit badge earned for this Palm and why?       
 
               
 
My best tip for a young Scout starting out toward Eagle is:        
 
               
 
The most important thing Scouting has taught me thus far is:       
 
               
 
Since earning my Eagle Rank, I have given back to Scouts by:       
 
               
 
One thing I have learned from a Scouting mentor is:         
 
               
 
One thing I have learned from a mentor outside of Scouts is:       
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C. OVERALL RATINGS 
Please fill in the ratings below on a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (great).  Feel free to add commentary to better 
explain your choice of ratings.  Please write “NA” if you have not attended that activity. 
 Score Comments 
Troop Meetings   

Patrol Corners   

Advancement and Merit 
Badge Classes 

  

Meeting Activity   

Tent Camping   

Cabin Camping   

Klondike   

Van/Bus Trip   

Troop Backpacking   

June River Trip    

Summer Camp    

Philmont    

Sea Base     

Troop Whitewater     

Other HA     

Your PL   

Patrol Leader Name  

Your Patrol Members   

Overall Jr. Leaders   

Scouts in Other Patrols   

 
D. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Some things Troop 542 should do:           
 
Some things Troop 542 should not do:          
 
Some trips the Troop should do:           
 
Improvements that can be made by our Troop:         
 
               
 
The PLC could be a stronger unit by: _          
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E. SCOUT SPIRIT AND LEADERSHIP: 
 
Give a few examples of how you have been living up to the Scout Law:      
 
               
 
What has challenged you with regards to your Duty to God recently? 
 
 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
My current leadership position is:        
 
My most challenging leadership situation was:         
 
               
 
After reading my job description and evaluating how I am doing, I would rate myself a:___________ 
 (Rate from 1-5:  1=did not fulfill any obligations – 5=excelled in job and did better than most) 
 
I plan to become a better and stronger leader by: __________________________________________ 
 
               
  
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
           
                     (Scout’s Signature) 
 
 
SM Conference held:   / /        SM Signature:       
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Scoutmaster Notes: 
 
               

               

               

               

               

               

               

               

               

Action Items Requested by Scoutmaster: 
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